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Abstract— In these paper straightening process for wheel rim 

for various vehicle like Hondas, Suzuki ,etc .it can reduce 

various factor which is an economical for industry .now a 

days roller straightening process are widely using various 

industries. It is an economical as well as effective process 

straightening is one of the most important operation which is 

perform of straightening machine. Straightening is non 

cutting operation a roller straightening process is metal 

forming technique to increases the geometrical quality of 

strip such as straightness and flatness .sometime straightening 

process is done by manually in industry by hammering 

process but it is difficult job. So now days automated process 

are done in industries straightening process in which curve 

length is change or transfer in to straight length. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Metal straightening process or machine mostly heavy type in 

metal working industries which are use straightness and 

flatness. Different type of object otherwise would be very 

difficult to straightness. these metal straightening process use 

to straightness different type of metal object like wire, bar, 

beam ,plate, angle, sheets,  rod, pipe, metal ,etc .it is made 

from different metal like iron, steel,  copper, aluminum, and 

other metal. These metal straightening process is very 

important working process for straightening in various 

industries. Straightening process for straightening of any role 

ferrous and non-ferrous material in cold condition. 

 Important part of straightening: different type of 

straightening machine they are two roller, three roller, and 

malty roller machine. Various component of strip 

straightening machine; roller, spur gear, frame, gear and 

motor. 

 Problem identification  

In various company they manufacture wheel rims for various 

vehicle for manufacturing they use stainless steel strip and 

using bending machine. They make band coiling and before 

butt welding the faces the wheel rim is manufacture but many 

time due to some error faces of band coiling does Nate match 

with each other hence, scrap is produce until now there was 

no fusible and efficient solution for these. 

 Objective: 

1) To develop a machine which operated semi-automated. 

2) Develop a new tequnique and process for solution of 

reduce rejection rate. 

3) Design and build up for efficient operation 

4) Developing a inventing machine to reduce cost of final 

product.  

 Scope: 

1) In the industries rejection rate is very high and there is 

no such a system/machine that I reuse the scrape and 

reduced the rejection 

2) So we are design strip straightening machine which 

straight the deform bended strip so that can be use as 

fresh raw material for making of rims. 

3) While doing that we also consider that strip we are going 

to reuse is as good as new strip 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Dr. Biju B:  

In his paper he done design and analysis of straightening 

mechanism for commercial steel bars .The results show that 

the design proposal of straightening system which is 

proposed in this paper is feasible and it provides favorable 

theoretical foundation for the development of commercial bar 

straightening machine. 

 Yi Yali: 

In his paper he done three roller curvature scotch 

straightening mechanism study and system design. 

Conclusions that      Equivalent curvature standstill-locking 

straightening roller system configuration of hot rolled ribbed 

bars is analyzed in this paper. The mechanism of equivalent 

curvature straightening and standstill-locking after three rolls 

large plastic deformation is revealed 

 WANG Yongqin 

The paper presents the Evaluation of straightening capacity 

of plate roll straightener in his paper he done the straightening 

capacity model is proposed and there is a good consistence 

when the simulation result is compared with the field 

production data. The leveling possibility of a plate can be 

determined quickly and conveniently for a given shape and 

material properties. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

By studying the different literature review we got some 

information about straitening, the cad modeling and result or 

conclusion will be the next part of our paper. 
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